
Madagascar, 
here I come

Students launch guide series

Four share in Geoff’s fund
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THE EXCELLENCE of 
Writtle’s Conservation 
Management teaching has been 
highlighted by MSc student 
Vicki Betts securing a place on 
a highly prestigious field course 
in Madagascar. 

Only one of the other 17 
students on the course is from 
the UK, with the rest from 
universities across Europe and 
Africa. 

Vicki said “My success 
shows how highly the course at 
Writtle is regarded, as recruits 
on to this field course are 
generally biology graduates. 
Clearly the Tropical Biology 
Association recognises the 
knowledge and skills the MSc 
at Writtle has taught me.” 

Vicki, who has just 
completed her dissertation, will 
be studying tropical biology 
and conservation and will be 
taught by an international 
team of top scientists. 

The field course is run by 
the TBA, a non-governmental, 
non-profit organisation with 
offices in Cambridge and 
Nairobi. It will be held during 
the early part of the wet season 
in Kirindy Forest, which 
supports at least seven species 
of lemur and other endemic 
mammals, such as the fossa, 
Madagascar’s largest predator.

Vicki said “Madagascar is 
very special biologically because 
of its high number of endemic 
species – at least 80 per cent are 
found nowhere else in the 
world. 

“I’m so excited about this 
once in a lifetime opportunity.”
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WRITTLE COLLEGE horticulture students have worked with a 
top British company to produce a practical guide to preparing 
and laying topsoil. 

The booklet, Working with Topsoil – the Landscaper’s Guide, was 
commissioned by TOPSOIL, a division of British Sugar. 

It is the first in a series designed to help professionals get the 
best from their topsoil and covers important factors in receiving, 
storing and using topsoil in landscaping projects. 

Andy Spetch, National Topsoil Manager for British Sugar 
TOPSOIL, said “I enjoyed working with the students and the end 
result looks impressive and professional.” 

Simon Grundy, lecturer in Horticulture, said the three 
students who worked on the project – Sam Hudson, Amy Lynch 
and Xanthe Crewe – had benefitted greatly, under the guidance 
of Simon Watkins, lecturer in horticulture. 

“Taking a brief, copy writing, teamwork and desktop 
publishing are all useful skills to acquire outside the 
curriculum,” said Simon 

The guide is available free from the TOPSOIL website:  
www.bstopsoil.co.uk. 

GEOFF HAMILTON’S New Gardeners’ Foundation has 
awarded £1,000 bursaries to four Writtle Horticulture 
students. 

Geoff is still fondly remembered as presenter of 
Gardener’s World from 1979 till his death in 1996, and his 
widow, Lynda, and twin brother, Tony Hamilton, presented 
the bursaries to the students to help pay course fees and 
living expenses. 

Because of the large number and high standard of 
applications, the Board of Trustees decided to split the 
£4,000 bursary four ways this year.

The successful students were Sarah Tull, FdSc 
Horticulture, Paul Bassett, BSc Hons  Horticulture, Alex 
New, EDEXCEL National Diploma, and Jack Conway, 
EDEXCEL National Diploma.

The Foundation has worked with Writtle for a number of 
years. Further information about Geoff’s life and work at:  
www.Barnsdalesgardens.co.uk.


